
 

 

St. Edward the Confessor School                ART – Mr. Bercegeay  2022 - 2023 

ART FOLDER  homework  assignments for the third  nine weeks  

      Students may CHOOSE (except where specified) the media (Crayons, colored pencils, 

markers, paint, etc.) of their choice to do homework. To get full credit, EFFORT must be 

evident, the page must be full. If the main subject is too small, consider doing several and/or 

include some sort of background of simple color, lines or patterns. Borders are nice too! If 

the work is well done and fills MOST of the page, SOME empty space is OK.  A Small thing 

floating in a sea of empty whiteness will not get graded well. Art supplies should be available 

at home. If a class does not meet because of a holiday, the assignment must still be 

completed and will be checked along with the next week’s HW when you return.  

 

Due week of: January 2: NONE. Homework starts next week (week of Jan 9th) 

Due week of: January 9: Create a 12 - “slice” pie-shaped color wheel.  Include primary, secondary 

and intermediate colors. Start with yellow at the top and work your way around clock-wise: Yellow, 

then yellow-orange, then orange, then orange-red, and so on.  Use a circle that is the biggest you can 

make on the page. You can do a simple circle or be as creative as you want! For example: the circle 

could be an “eye” or an umbrella or any other circular thing you can think of as long as you include 

the 12 colors. Lower grades will be offered a preprinted sheet to color.  

Due week of: January 16:  Create a Chimera which is an  imaginary animal/creature that combines 

the parts of two (or three at most) different real animals (i.e. part giraffe and part elephant; part fish 

and part bird)  Make the creature as large as the page.  Put the creature in its habitat/environment 

and give it a name. For example “Giraffaphant”, or Dogosaurus,  etc.  

Due week of: January 23: Create a jungle drawing like the artist Henri Rousseau. He used  bright, 

bold colors against dark backgrounds. You can see examples on the internet. You can show animals 

on purpose but try to “hide” an animal or a few within this jungle  

Due week of: January 30:  Design your own custom rocket or space ship.  Create your own 

appropriate background whether in space or a sky or on a planet. Fill the page with color 

Due week of: February 6: Hand patterns. Trace your hand a few times on the paper.  Do not overlap.  

Fill each hand/fingers with types of lines, shapes, patterns or other designs in color. Leave rest of the 

page not in the hand/fingers white. 5th through 7th MAY color the background if they wish. Also, 

bigger kids may not be able to fit whole hands on the page. They may do partial hands that start off 

the page with mostly fingers showing. 

Due week of: February 13: Create a Mardi Gras float that shows something that you like (i.e. 

princesses, animals, Star Wars, soccer, Saints etc.)  Make the float as large as the paper. ( do it 

horizontally)   

Due week of: February 20: NO ASSIGNMENT DUE TO MARDI GRAS. Enjoy your break! 

Due week of:  February 27: Create a drawing of a futuristic city. Make a variety of building shapes.  

Add details to each building.  Is your city on the ground? In the sky? Under water? In outer space? Are 

there flying cars, floating signs? Be creative and have fun! 

Due week of: March 6:  Design 5 large, beautiful spring flowers.  Make them overlap and fill the page.  

Add greenery to fill in around the flowers.  Make it feel like SPRING! Bees? Birds? Kites in the sky? 

Due week of: March 14:  FREE DRAW! Create anything that you enjoy drawing.  Use any materials. 

However, please give your art a TITLE at the top of the page. (A “name” for your art)  


